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Abstract. In this paper we propose a novel approach optimized towards the
presentation of general sets of information entities that employs game-like
features and social context to engage its users to explore the presented data and
streamlines the navigation and overall usability in terms of several constraints
that we established. The presentation environment is embedded within
a physical engine that controls the movement of visualized entities, resolves
user’s interaction and takes part in the overall information throughput.
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game-like, physics based interaction.

1 Visualization Concept
The times when the web content was composed mostly of textual HTML-based
websites are long gone. With some popular technologies like HTML5 the web has
become a highly visual medium. However, the mere fact that the information is
communicated by a visual presentation does not solve any of the major problems of
crowded and boring 1.0 websites. We need to utilize the power of the new web to
ease the information retrieval. The current information visualizations are often
ontology based visualizations utilizing hierarchical navigation [1], graphs [2] and
various aspects of information space [3]. Their disadvantages are excessive
complexity or lack of scalability.
We propose a novel approach to presentation of general sets of information
entities. We map the data entities on graph nodes, embedded in 3D space with edges
visually encoded in spatial composition (see Fig 1). To engage the users we use gamelike features [4] and to meet the navigating, filtering and clustering requirements we
embed the presentation space with physical engine. The basic requirement of the
dynamic information presentation is to simplify exploration of complex informational
structures. To improve the clarity, it is necessary to extract and present the most
important information and use presentation techniques that ease the information
navigation. It is also important to offer an environment, which has serious character
and forces user’s imagination to improve the domain space in a user’s personal way.
Our idea is to visualize multimedia with attributes, where the focus lies on the most
important attribute leading to the reduced complexity of domain space.

Fig. 1. Example visualization for UNICEF site – whole screen and detail.

Following the preattentive visual patterns [5] we created a pleasant interface that
allows a user to comprehend the content quicker and more effortlessly. From five
basic patterns to distinguish objects (colour, size, rotation, movement and shape) we
have utilized the colour as an element to distinguish entities and the movement as a
navigation element, which attracts users. The combination of the other three patterns
creates various possibilities how the entity can be highlighted so the user is alerted on
different actions in different way.
Considering depth of presentation space there are three possibilities that fit the
requirements: the visualization made via 2D, 2.5D or 3D space. Visualization of
multimedia content implicitly requires a 2D surface or a 3D object with the
multimedia displayed on its surface. The third dimension can be confusing but if it is
properly used it can increase the clarity of visualization of a big amount of entities.
It is important to make the 3D environment look real and natural what ensures that
the user feels comfortable. This can be realized by content emphasizes techniques
using perspective, kinetic depth, face-tracking and binocular vision. Perspective is
natural way how some objects can be highlighted without additional features. A large
number of visualized objects require smaller objects or objects which are overlaid.
The usage of intuitive object movement (kinetic depth) solves the problem of overlaid
objects, because the user can easily see behind the objects. Face-tracking is natural
usage of kinetic depth based on the user’s head position in front of the screen. Giving
good light conditions, it does not burden the user and so it is a good additional
feature. Similar principle is binocular vision, which is the best way how to achieve
clarity and simplicity of complex domain space. A disadvantage of this solution is the
necessity to own quite expensive polarized glasses.
In our solution we have employed the clarity of 2D visualization and advantages of
3D. The data entities are in 3D space but multimedia content remains 2D. The media
content is displayed on billboards that are perpendicular to the camera. To create
an illusion of 3D space we made the back entities darker to look like dipped in
shadow together with kinetic depth and natural perspective (front objects are about 3
times bigger than rear). The face-tracking is used as a bonus to add attractiveness.

1.1 Graph User Interaction
One plausible solution to information visualization and navigation in 3D is to
distribute the information entities in the full volume of a 3D body and then let a user
to change the position of the body, navigating through the data set.
We use the polar coordinate system to govern the 3D body movement, following
the spherical layout explained later. We placed the center of the sphere at the origin
and also positioned the camera at the ray in the certain distance from the origin. At the
center of the sphere we placed an exchangeable data entity to highlight the point of
rotation and consequently the entity itself. The user can look at the data set from any
point of view and also from any distance along the ray. We opted to keep the rotation
axes fixed relatively to the camera position and direction, to reduce the complexity.
In order to be able to interact with the specific visualized entities, the user needs to
be able to pick the ones intended for the interaction. The position of the entities
visualizes relations within the data, so it makes sense to select groups clustered
together. To perform the selection, we allow the user to select a single entity and then
until he does not let go of the mouse button, we gradually add the traversed nodes into
the selected set, exploiting the spatial structure of the data space.
While it is possible to achieve a uniform initial distribution with fixed random
layout of the objects in the 3D body, the layout itself is static and inflexible in later
operations. Therefore we developed an interactive adaptation of force-based graph
drawing algorithms. The iterative adjustment allows for the adaptation of node count
change. Dynamic change of the force computing formulas lets the model to naturally
regroup the nodes following a chosen similarity measure.
The scene of the model can also be augmented with so called virtual objects that
help to take control of certain aspects of the movement of visualized entities. For
example, we can insert an invisible and highly repulsive object in front of a node we
want to highlight to repel nodes that block the view. The model creates an impression
of living, playful “organism” behaving like a swarm of fish. The “viscosity” is
controlled to accommodate the various users. We gather user input statistics as e.g.
click rate, engagement in the game aspects of the presentation and feed them to
a fuzzy controller that derives the speed settings.
We need to rotate the body around two perpendicular axes and change the middle
node. To improve the mentioned effects, we embed the manipulations in the model
itself. This is achieved by adding the virtual forces during certain iterations of the
layout algorithm, allowing the whole system to compensate for the change of the
middle node by shifting the nearby nodes and also creating naturally looking effects
caused by inertia of the nodes apparent during the rotation, which shapes the normally
spherically distributed data set into a disc-like object.
1.2 Applying Game Principles
We employ the game definition to abstract game-like features and use them in generic
none-game information presentation in order to motivate users without the necessity
to directly bring motivation through presented information. A game represents
a formal system based on four elements: goals, rules, challenges and interaction.

Our solution employs short term goals via evaluating of effectiveness of interaction
during a short period and via achieving ranks. Long term goal is applied in achieving
a given level of entities number in presentation. The number of entities is dynamically
changing according to the users’ interaction. There is also necessary to define
challenges which ensure that the way of achieving goals will be also important for
user. We do so via scoring and budget manipulation, which is deeply related to tools
usage. The rules of tools manipulation define how the goals can be reached and
finally the environment interaction response based on our physics model allows us to
attract user in a totally new and innovative way.
The game-like principles not only increase users’ motivation, but also create many
possibilities to implement wide variety of features (e.g. “welcomed-advertisement”).

2 Evaluation and Conclusions
To evaluate the proposed concepts, we have developed so called WOWI (World of
Web Information) framework. To demonstrate the versatility, we created WOWI
presentations for UNICEF and our institution and performed several experiments
aimed at evaluation of user experience. Microsoft WPF enabled us to render circa 100
entities in the web application.
Our contribution came from the unique combination of game principles catering on
basic human instincts and the open presentation platform that is able to take a wide
range of various types of data and transform it to a presentation appealing to broad
audiences. Our method catches the attention of the user and sustains it, creates
challenging and social environment that makes the user enthusiastic about learning
and comprehending presented information and creates a wide range of possibilities for
further augmentation of this space with business plans of “welcomed-advertisement”.
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